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  . . That no new OpenGL command codes are needed and no drivers are required and . . . It is possible to run all OpenGL programs on EZCAM. And further: > Note that EZCAM supports OpenGL 1.1 and 2.0, however not all features are supported (and you need to take care that features will be supported). The OpenGL . . . in EZCAM . . . . . it is in such a way that you have to check that the vendor
can actually support all the features that you want to use. . . . of OpenGL is that you can take part in the development of the . . . . . . > Why do I mention OpenGL? The reason for this is that you can use any graphics card from any manufacturer with any manufacturer of OpenGL drivers. You just need to check with the manufacturer of your graphics card, whether the manufacturer of OpenGL drivers
supports your card. You can get information on the supported OpenGL version from the specifications pages of the manufacturers. The only thing that does not work with OpenGL is GPU capture with internal hardware . . . . . . you can use a suitable software for this. . . . . The OpenGL specification is well suited for the purpose of supporting graphics in EZCAM since it is very simple, in contrast to
other things like X11 and V4L. This may be related to the fact that the question of supporting OpenGL has been decided in a fundamental way, that the applications do not only display on the screen but are also capable of processing the image data coming from the camera. . . . . . The relevant sections of the specification that describe the steps are listed in Table \[tab:opengl\]. OPENGL QUALITY

ASSURANCE ----------------------- OpenGL is based on a simple API, which is not well suited to advanced users. It is also very difficult to keep up to date. Thus it is important to run a quality assurance program, which tests that the implementation follows the specification . . . . In order to guarantee that OpenGL is implemented in a way that meets the specification it is first necessary to find a GPU or
operating system which implements the corresponding specification in a way that fulfills the basic 82157476af
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